


Project Description





Converting your business from Good to Great. 4

Intelligent Simplify Efficient Specialization



Business Logic





Auto-provisioning the market's best DeFi
Smart contract platform for mining revenue
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Automatic 
continuous 

reinvestment

Low 
transaction 

fees 
One-click 
deposit

Quickly switch 
strategies

Always aim 
for high-yield 

top mines
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NEB has a variety of yield strategies that can 
be used to earn crypto assets, including 

lending, DEX liquidity pooling, and arbitrage. 
On-chain lending protocols such as 
Compound and dydx provide smart 

contracts to facilitate decentralized lending 
of encrypted assets, with yields dynamically 
changing according to market supply and 

demand.

DEFI Yield Opportunity

NEB's artificial intelligence 
constantly calculates the best 

asset allocation and monitors rate 
changes. Predictive models based 
on supply and demand liquidity 

are used to determine the 
potential impact of capital flows on 

available interest rates.

Monitor rates and optimize 
allocations

NEB enables users to intelligently 
match strategies that best suit 

their capital size, and then 
automatically allocate capital to 

maximize returns.

Matching strategy

NEB makes full use of the 
traceability of the blockchain, and 
detailed investment reports can be 
queried and downloaded through 
the platform to track all principal 

value, earned interest, token 
balance, absolute return, 
annualized return, and 

benchmark interest rate every day 
Wait.

Detailed reports easily track 
revenue
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The code has passed the 
authoritative third-party audit 

report, which is open and 
transparent

High return, annual 
compounded return up to 

530%

Strong governance, DAO                
community autonomy，no project 

party



Ecological application



Combining AI and De Fi, AI artificial intelligence switches funds 
to higher-yielding DeFi projects for liquidity mining according to 
the level of real-time mining income

The platform's AI intelligence will put the user's funds 
into various pools to earn interest, with an annual 
compounded interest rate of up to 530%

Features such as high speed and low fees can lead to 
more sophisticated trading and arbitrage strategies





low price

The acquisition price 
of the first mine is 
often lower than the 

market price

Fast payback Large profit Low risk



Revenue model



AI intelligent investment
Artificial intelligence (AI) refers to systems 
and machines that can imitate human 
intelligence to perform tasks and iteratively 
improve themselves based on the collected 
information. AI has many forms, NEB artificial 
intelligence automatic intelligent investment, 
collective trading, automatic compound 
interest, risk control and other applications.
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Collective 
trading

risk control

automatic 
compound 

interest
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25%15%

45%

10%





Thank You


